ROGER

Who is this guy they're looking for
Whenever I go flying
It's Roger this and Roger that—
Until I think He's dying.

It seems unfair that a guy like him
Should get so much attention
But every time I listen in
That name of his is mentioned.

I've racked my brain to know the guy
Somehow he must be found
If but to satisfy the man
Who yells his name around.

They want him bad, of that I'm sure
Could be that He's a dodger,
Cause every time I ask to land
That man, he just says "Roger."
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I'm sure each of us at some time or other, has silently cursed the Tactical Officers, but I'm also certain that they have been praised just as often.

They had a job to do and it was a tough one. Keeping a group of Gadgets on the well known ball, isn't easy. We all realize now, that what was done, was primarily for our benefit. When things went wrong, the Tactical Officers could always be counted on to take our side of the problem and see what could be done. I don't think punishment was ever too severe, and I know that we are better men and soldiers because of their influence.
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SKULL PRACTICE
THE FLIGHT LINE
(Or The Bambo Bomber Ordeal)

The flight line holds many vivid memories for us, some tragic and some humorous. We like to remember the humorous ones. Like the time that the gal in Alpine made the mistake of telling one of the fellows, a H. P. of course, that her home was just back of Cathedral mountain, the next day the base leg was moved out. Ah me—it was fun.

It took us quite a while to find out that our real "local area wasn't just our little plateau—but extended all the way from the Pecos river to the Rio Grande, with Carlsbad and El Paso thrown in just for luck.

On the low altitude cross country (that legal buzz job) we had quite a time, in two ways. Two of the boys were so wrapped up in their work that they caged their gyro compass—you can imagine the results, lost just doesn't describe it.

The instructors seem to understand the natural reactions of the cadets. Just when we all thought that we were pretty hot they gave a little caution talk, this sort of nipped the buzzing in the budding.

We had so many rumors about the AT-17 before we arrived but we soon found out that it really is a dependable little ship. In fact just ask the boys that came over Marfa on one of their cross countries about it, they know that the little ole bobcat can give a BT a fit.

At night, with a little imagination, the AT looks like a real bomber and it's quite a thrill to watch them as they go roaring down the runway to disappear into the black sky.

The flight line can never be discussed without a few words about the maintenance men who are always present any hour of the day or night. They could always be depended upon to set the little things that went wrong right. Thanks fellows for a swell job.
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Ground school, ground school, ground school, buzzings in my brain. I think that we are all afflicted with some strange malady—lackasleep.

It was the toughest struggle that we ever had, trying to sleep, with some fellow up there shouting about turning this or that knob to get the best results out of the fudge you are going to make in your B-17. Oh, those lovely mornings in ground school—zzz. We learned many helpful little hints—in navigation we learned that if end when we suddenly found ourselves lost—all we had to do was tune in the hit parade apply this to your computer with the exact hour under the index—tear out your compass card and mail it, together with 10c in coin or stamps to your nearest congressman—he'll tell you that you are lost, then you know it is definite.

In maintenance we became accomplished mechanics in 8 easy lessons—and ya can't start an AT-17 without a fire extinguisher (it says here in small print.)

Now ya take this here airplane—what's he talking about—all I saw was a blur—hm—the bulb must have burned out. Ready-identification—well it beats me—some eager beaver must have had a pony—he named a plane that never appeared, now he is going up for his merit badge.

Now you must admit, fellows, that we were exposed to a lot of book larning in our 5 weeks of ground school—but you got to take that stuff easy—it's catching, Doc.
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To the front leaning rest position—move—breaking your backs and removing all surplus bones as you go. Now I ask you, Doc—how can a guy rest with his body held suspended in air by the two extremities he calls arms—it just ain't restful.

We cheerfully rushed out to Calec-austics each day, certain in our wavy little minds, that by this means and this alone, could we hope to keep up the time worn tradition of Superman.

The one that we liked best of all was bend and groan, for with this little Chinese torture job we could legitimately put our complaints, grumble as loudly as we wished and be complimented for a splendid performance.

The obstacle course was taken in stride. First we come up to a little plank that we could easily have walked around, but no, that isn't the way. You must throw your tired old 1st & 2nd body over it. Then in quick succession, down on your stomach and up again—against a wall—hmm. This must be the end of it, boarded up I guess. "Climb that wall mister."—Oh well, anything to please him, I guess that he is new around here—doesn't know that the rest of the course has been walked off. It really does wonders for a fellow, I wish that we could have had pictures taken before and after. It would prove that we all contend, any fellow that can crawl to his nearest recruiting station can become a gadget but I'll bet that he can't crawl back again.
IN MEMORIAM

Two of our comrades flew into the blue, only God knows where—but our thoughts will be with them as we carry on the work they started out with us to do.
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ODIE TO TEXAS

'Twas once that I was happy,
My life was filled with cheer.
I never had seen Texas,
Till the army sent me here.

I've heard songs of her beauty,
Pretty girls and big strong men,
Rolling plains—majestic mountains
Just heaven from end to end.

The one thing that is certain,
Oh this there is no denying,
The guy that spread those rumors,
Did a hell of a lot of lying.

Deep in the heart of Texas
There's sand in all we eat,
The girls are all bowlegged
The boys all have flat feet.

That's why they sent us here
To sit in sad dejection,
Out on the lonely desert,
For this damn state's protection.

No longer are we religious,
We drink, we fight, we curse.
No worrying about going to hell,
It can't be any worse.

Down here the sun is hotter
Down here the rains are wetter
They think that it's the best state,
But there's forty-seven better.

Still there's no one to blame but me,
The army never forgot it.
I asked for foreign service,
And believe me, Boy, I GOT IT!

BY ADAM YANKEE
THE GIRLS

GROUND THUNDERHEAD BREWING

“free time”

“Open Post”
ANY QUESTIONS?

"YA GOTTA DEVELOP A CORKSCREW NECK!"

LOOK AROUND!!

ON THE BEAM

WHEN YOU'RE CARELESS...

YOU ARE JUGGLING THE LIFE AND
WELL-BEING OF OTHERS AS WELL AS YOURSELF. LOOK AROUND!!
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“DUSTING HIS HOME TOWN”

I have it from his mother: 'Tis the custom with them all
When they've finished with their training to fly home and pay a call
Not as earth bound fellows do it, nor as sailors home from sea,
But as pilots of the heavens in the cause for liberty,
And before he leaves for battle and can put his school books down,
He must do that bit of solo known as dusting off his town.

Now the trick that's known as "dusting" is the swooping from the skies,
Where his mother's sitting, sighing with the sadness in her eyes.
He must rouse his home town people with that terrifying roar
Of a bomber rushing downward, bringing friends to every door,
Where they stand aghast to see him, goggled, capped and dressed in brown,
A lad they've known from boyhood back and dusting off his town.

Those acquainted with the practice know the final rite is paid;
Know the boy is off to danger when that hasty trip is made.
With the morning he'll be flying to home battle post afar
Where the skies with flat are troubled and the fearful hazards are.
So just pray the Lord to save him and his pluck with glory crown,
And just wish him happy landings when he's dusting off his town.

COPYRIGHT, 1943 BY EDGAR A. GUEST
USED BY PERMISSION
TO THE FOLKS AT HOME

We think this book will help to clarify some of the little questions that must have been bothering you. We know that there were times when you folks felt neglected, but you were constantly in our minds. We hope you get as much pleasure out of reading our book as we did sending it to you.